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FOREWORD

This technical report is based on research conducted as part of a HumRRO basic
research effort (BR-16) in determining important factor" that influence pattern recogni-
tion. The results of this basic research will guide the design of more applied research in
perception, especially in the area of recognition training.

The research was conducted at HumRRO Division No. 5, Fort Bliss, Texas, while
HumRRO was part of The George Washington University, and was accomplished under
the supervision of Dr. Robert D. Baldwin, then Director of the Division.

Assistance in data collection and analysis was provided by research assistants SP5
James E. Robyak and SP5 Harald L. Lohn. LTC John Feiger, Chief of the U.S. Army Air
Defense Human Research Unit, coordinated military support for the research. The U.S.
Army Air Defense Center provided enlisted personnel who served as test subjects.

Permission has been obtained for the use of copyrighted material in this report.
HumRRO research for the Department of the Army is conducted under Contract

DAHC 19-70-C-0012. Basic Research is conducted under Army Project 2Q061102B74B.

Meredith P. Crawford
President

Human Resources Research Organization
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PROBL EM

Recognition tasks that are performed by various kinds of observer personnel are
influenced by a variety of factors. Much of human recognition behavior is influenced by
the phenomenon of shape constancy. This phenomenon occurs when the shape of an
object is correctly perceived regardless of the orientation of the object in space.

To account for this phenomenon, a theoretical relationship, called the shape-slant
hypothesis, has been proposed between object shape and object orientation. Shape-slant
invariance means that the perception of an object's shape and its orientation are tied
together in such a manner that the relationship remains constant. That is, if an object's
shape is perceived incorrectly, its orientation will also be perceived incorrectly to the
same degree.

Several studies have been conducted to assess the validity of the shape-slant invar-
iance hypothesis. Many of the results obtained have been inconclusive, ambiguous, and
controversial for three reasons: (a) inappropriate methodology, (b) failure to obtain both
shape and orientation judgments in the same experiment, and (c) inappropriate treatment
of variance attributable to individual differences. The present study tested the validity of
the shape-slant invariance hypothesis under experimental and statistical conditions that
would minimize those factors which mitigated against the validity of previous research
efforts.

APPROACH

Two experiments were conducted. In the first expriment, 20 subjects were asked to
judge the shapes of four two-dimensional rectangles. The purpose of this experiment was
to obtain data that would permit the construction of a series of shape comparison stimuli
for Experiment II that would provide a sensitive measure of shape judgment performance.
An additional purpose was to demonstrate the significance of individual differences in
shape judgment performa..:.e. Analysis of variance procedures were used to test the
influence of stimulus shape and individual differences on shape judgment accuracy.

The second experiment tested the validity of the shape-shnt invariance hypothesis.
A requirement for this research stated that conditions would be created whereby shape
constancy would oc:ur; this requirement was achieved. The subjects in thi; experiment
(68 U.S. Army enlisted personnel) were required to judge the shape and the rotation
(around the vertical axis) of three-dimensional rectangular solids. The immediate back-
ground of the stimuli was varied from an unstructured, homogeneous visual field to a
structured field. In addition to the three-stimulus variables shape, rotational orientation,
and backgroundthe influence of the organismic factor defined as perceptual style was
evaluated. Analysis of variance and correlational statistical procedures were used to test
the 10 research hypotheses that provided an evaluation of the validity of the shape-slant
invariance hypothesis.

RESULTS

In the first experiment, individual differences were found to contribute a significant
amount of variance to performance accuracy, whereas stimulus shape did not significantly
influence accuracy of judgment. In the second experiment, the mean errors of shape
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judgments did correlate with the mean errors of rotation judgments. The apparent
projected shapes, computed from the shape and rotation judgments of the subjects were
found to correlate significantly with the objective projections. The mean judgments of
shape were made with less variation than were the mean judgments of rotation.

Stimulus shape and rotational orientation exerted similar influences on mean
judgments of shape and of rotation. The perceptual style of the subjects resulted in
significant effects on both dependent variables. The background variable did not produce
the predicted effects on judgments of either shape or rotation,

CONCLUSIONS

The following primary conclusions were reached as a result of this study.
(1) The shapeslant invariance hypothesis was supported by the results obtained

in this research.
(2) Individuals differed significantly in their shape perception performance.
(3) Stimulus shape and rotational orientation were significant factors in the

judgments of shape and rotation of three-dimensional rectangular solids.
(4) The perceptual style of the subject significantly influenced shape and

rotation judgments.
(5) The level of intellectual functioning of the subjects did not influence shape

judgments.

vi
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

SHAPE AND PERCEPTUAL CONSTANCY

Shape constancyperceiving the shape of an object correctly, regardless of the
orientation of the object in spaceundenies much of human recognition behavior.
Learning to recognize classes of objects, such as people or airplanes, and being able to
discriminate between the various members within classesmother vs. teacher, B-52 vs.
707is a function, in part, of recognizing the shape of the total object or the shape of
one or several parts of the object. These are examples of perceptual learning that
basically require differentiation of the stimulus situation (Gibson, 1).

Since objects appear within our visual field in various orientations, recognition of
objects must be attempted using information available from various object aspects. When
an object is recognized under such varying conditions, perceptual constancy is said to be
occurring. When recognition occurs as a function of the shape of the object, shape
constancy is occurring. This implies that there is a relationship between perceived shape
and perceived orientation, but more specifically it implies that a given shape should be
correctly recognized at any and all orientations.

There are many tasks that are based primarily upon both simple and complex shape
perception. Military air defense personnel are training to recognize aircraft as a function
of the perception of the shape of substructures. Photo interpreters pore over aerial
photographs looking for specific structures and objects that may have been photographed
at various camera angles. Airrescue personnel must be able to recognize objects immedi-
ately at various angles to conserve time and be able to cover large search areas. Radar
observers are requited to recognize radar signals representing rack" returns from objects
under a variety of noisy background conditions.

During the training programs for personnel who will fill these and similar jobs, it is
not feas'ble to present relevant stimulus objects at all possible orientations. Bath training
time and costs would become prohibitive if this were a ne:essary requirement for
training. When shape constancy is assumed, it is superfluous to present an object at more
than a few orientations during training, since it would also be assumed that once the
shape of the object is recognized at one orientation it will be recognized at almost all
orientations.

SHAPE-SLANT INVARIANCE HYPOTHESIS

In the shape-slant invariance hypothe:is, it is proposed that the perception of an
object's shape and its orientation are tied together in such a manner that the shape and
orientation relationship remains constant. That is, if an object's shape is perceived
incorrectly, its orientation will also be incorrectly perceived to the same degree and in a
compensating fashion.

If the shapeslant invariance hypothesis is a valid description of behavior, then
training procedures must be changed to co:.ipensate for the increased difficulty of
veridical perceptions. Therefore, it is imperative that training program designers know

3
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whether or not the shape-slant invariance hypothesis hclds. If it does hold, they need to
know the conditions under which it holds ar.d how various factors influence the
relationship.

Another use of the information concerning the shape-slant invariance hypothesis is
in theoretical modeling. The U.S. tirmy has tried to identify those factors that influence
performance in many image perception and pattern recognition tasks. The ultimate goal is
to develop a theoretical model that will describe and predict a variety of image-
interpreter perforthances.

The invariance hypothesis was first expressed by Koffka (2) to replace the constancy
hypothesis. As stated by Koffka the perceptual invariance hypothesis was not explicit,
proposing only that relations between certain aspects of stimulation were invariant.
Ittelson's (3) statement of the hypothesis was a little clearer about the relation between
stimulation and perception; the kinds of invaria it relations between certain aspects of
stimulation are formulated in the specific invarianT hypotheses.

Since the primary interest in the present experimental study is the perception of
object shape at some orientation, the shape-slant invariance ypothesis will be the central
concept to be discussed.

The specific invariance hypothesis relating perceived shape to perceived orientation
has been formalized using the term slant insteal of orientation. It is understood tha
Ault is a generic term referring to a specific dimension of orientation. That is, it refers to
the rotation of an object around a specific axis. F'or the convenience of general discussion
the term "slant" has been used, but in any specific study the exact orientation axis is
usually defined.

Various investigators have based their research on the following Scck and Gibson
(4), or some similar, }-;pothesis: "... a retinal nojection of a given form determines a
unique relation of apparent shape to apparent sla

Simply stated, the shape-slant invariance hypothesis specifies that for any one retinal
image there is a set of an infinite number of re d objects capable of projecting that or.e
image onto the retina (Figure 1). To project that retinal image, each object in the stq
would necessarily have to be at a specific orientation in space relative to the retina.
Therefore, there would be an exact physical relationship between object shape and objed
orientation to produce a specific retinal image.

Set of Objects That Project the Same Image Onto 4:le Retina

EYE

NOTE: The same retinal image I is ptoducsd by A,B,C,D,E, and
F when their sites and distances ore arranged as Chown.

Figure 1



According to the invariance hypothesis, an individual in a shape perception task who
reports an apparent shapethat is, how an object's shape appears to himshould also
report that object's orientation necessary to result in such a projected shape. In other
words, any error in reported shape (with reference to the distal stimulus) should result in
a corresponding error in reported orientation.

In stating the Gestalt position, Koffka (2) accepted the assumption of general
covariance of the accuracies of shape and slant judgments. He also pointed out that the
invariance hypothesis as applied to the shape-slant relation was incomplete. He stated that
a specific apparent shape will be seen if a specific apparent slant is also perceived, but he
did not say under what conditions the second effect, perception of apparent slant, will
occur.

Koffka was trying to explain, or at least attempting to understand, normal everyday
behavior of shape constancy. He concluded, after considering previous experimental
results (Eissler, 5; Klimpfinger, 6; Thou less, J, that shape is not behaviorally perceived as
veridicalty constant, but rather as only relatively constant. Further, there will be less
variation in the perception o: an object as its orientation changes than there will be in
the retinal projection, with the perception approximating the distal (objective) stimula-
tion. Thou less called the concept phenomenal regression to the real object.

Koffka's invariance formulation led to a great deal of perceptual research, but not
actually along the lines of his initial tninking and conceptualization. Essentially, experi-
mental psychologists took the formulation of the shap3-slant invariance hypothesis out cf
Koffka's conceptual structure, and then proceeded to reduce and to control the condi-
tions of investigation to lessen the ambiguity and complexity of the behavior Koffka was
attempting to understand. This created an experimental problem and an atmosphere in
which the research psychologist could establish specific relationships. However, this
process also eliminated the possible discovery of he multi-variate conditions under which
the second effect (perception of apparent siant in this discussion) of Koffka's formulation
occurs.

FACTORS IN SHAPE-SLANT INVARIANCE

No single theory has yet led to the specifications of the functional relationships
between shape constancy and relevant independent variables. All three theoretical
approaches discussed above have proposea, either explicitly or implicitly, that shape and
orientation perception are functionally related. The shape-slant invariance hypothesis
research reflects a prevalent interest by psychologists in the stability of the perceptual
world. However, the experimental history of the invariance hypothesis has produced only
relatively few direct tests of the proposed invariance relationship between perceived shape
and orientation. Many studies have been conducted that have indirectly attempted to
assess the validity of the hypothesis.

Typically, tl e experimental evaluation of the shape-slant invariance hypothesis has
been through an examination of the shape constancy phenomenon. Although it has been
generally assumed that those factors influencing shape perception also influence slant
perception, very few eLperimeltal studies have examined this assumption.

In the review of the literati .:re for this study, this assumption was examined. Vhere
possible, those studies of the influences of specific variables on shape perception and on
slant perception have been brought tr:6etlif r for comparison. Where this was not possible,
the influence of variables on shape perception alone was examined with the intent of
identifying those conditions under which shac.e constancy does clearly occur. The pur-
pose of this latter review was based upon the contention that the shape-slant invariance
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hypothesis could only be tested under conditions which allow veridical perception of
either shape or orientation or both. Since more research has been conducted on shape
perception than on perception of object orientation, it was decided that the conditions
under which shape constancy occurs could be more validly identified in the literature.

The independent variables that have been experimentally examined in previous
research can be grouped into three general, but meaningful categories: focal variables,
contextual variables, and organismic variables.

FOCAL VARIABLES

This cle s of independent variables is comnoed of those variables that describe the
physical characteristics of the stimulus object(s) and their relation to the surround.
Included are the monocular and the binocular depth perception cues, which relate the
object to the perceiver. The primary stimulus variables to be discussed are shape,
on atation, and depth cues.

Shape

The stimulus attribute that is most obvious, but one that leas created a great deal of
difficulty in the evaluation of shape and orientation perception, is the shape or form of
the stimulus object. Because shape is a multi-dimensional stimulus, ecological validity (the
correlation between the proximal and distal stimulation) is difficult to achieve (Brown
and Owen, 8, Eriksen and Hake, 9, Koch, 10). Proximal stimuli provide the cues that
allow the determination of the distal propeities of objects. As the complexity of the
stimulus shape increases, ecological validity decreases and the perception of distal prop-
erties becomes probable; rather than certain (Koch, 10). For this reason, experimenters
have tended to use stimulus shapes that are relatively simple for the study of shape and
orientation. However, even when simple forms have been used, the shape of the stimulus
has been found to influence both shape and slant perception.

Beck and Gibson (4) reported differences in shape constancy for rectangles and
triangles. Arnoult (11), wing nonsrmse forms, found differences in shape discrimination
when the forms were presented at various orientations. Smith (12, 13) found that
individuals could distinguish between the wants of rectangles and trapezoids at various
orientations, but could not discriminate between slants of various trapezoids. Smith (13)
also reported that phenomenal shape was fourd to be more stable than phenomenal slant,
when these judgments were compared across studies.

When three-dimensional objects have been used as shape stimuli, additional con-
clusions have been reached. Woodworth and Schlosberg (14) reported that slant judg-
ments were more accurate for simple geometric forms than for complex three-dimensional
stimuli in an investigation of shape conslancy. The results indicated that three-
dimeesional stimuli apparently have perceptual properties that simple surfaces and
projected images do not have. A similar conclusion was reached by Johansen in studies
..eported by Cronback (15).

Gibson (16) had pointed out these possible ti'fficulties when he noted that mar
conclusions about perception in general were based upon the results of studies using
two-dimensional stim 11, and the results from these studies might not actually generalize
to the three dimension:1! stir ti Brown and Owen (8) reaffirmed this problem in 1967.

S'imulus form would appear to 0 tinhie that influeikes both shape and ;an'
perception. However, it i not yet clear wneo,cr the influence of stimulus form on shape
perception correlates with the influence of torn on slant perception.



Orientation

The stimulus variable of ofiPntation is of considerable importance to the evaluation
of the shape-slant invariance hypothesis. It provides the basis for the hypothesis. The
shape-slant invariance hypothesis requires that the influence of orientation on shape
judgments should covary with its influence on slant judgments.

Eissler (Lichte, 17) found that as the angle of rotation around the vertical axis
increased, shape perception did not remain exactly constant. However, Eissler's work has
been criticized for methodological reasons, such as inappropriate response measurement
and the use of a one-eyed subject in a binocular task. Similar results, however, were
reported later by several investigators (Sheehan, 18, Moore 19).

In a more recent report, Lichte (17) presented the results of a study of shape
constancy as a function of the angle of rotation. The results were in general z.Erreement
with previous research, which indicated a linear negative relation between shape con-
stancy and angle of rotation around the vertical axis. The variance of judgments was also
found to increase as rotation increased.

Winnick and Rogoff (20) conducted a study to determine whether shape constancy
was a function of the perception of slant. In the first experiment, overestimation of small
angles and underestimation of large an:Iles were found. In the second experiment,
approximately the same estimation and angle relationships were obtained for shape
judgments that were found for slant judgments in the first experiment. These results were
comparable to and in agreement with those of Nellis (21). Winnick and Rosen (22)
reported the results of a study in which they found limited support for a hypothesis
relating shape and slant perception.

Stavrianos (23) conducted one of the more complete experiments while attempting
to establish functional relationships between shape and slant. She found that with
monocular viewing under reduced stimulus conditions the errors of judgments of shape
and of slant did not covary exactly, but that an approximate relation did exist for some
subjects. Epstein (24) in a similar study reported that orientation of the stimulus did
influence shape judg.lents, resulting in reduced constancy at large viewing angles for
binocular viewing; but slant Igments were fairly accurate under all conditions.

Epstein and Park (25) thoroughly reviewed the shapeslant literature. They con-
cluded that experimental attempts to obtain a precise relationship between the perception
of shape and the perception of slant had been unsuccessful, and that a function relating
shape constancy to spatial orientation has not been found. Several experiments have
failed to support the shape slant invariance hypothesis, because it was found that shape
constancy did not remain constant as the angle of orientation increased. Epstein and Park
suggested that these changes in constancy may occur as a result of changes in the
perception of slant as the angle of orientation increases. To test this hypothesis, inclg
ments of shape and slant must be obtained in the same experimentsomething few
studies have done.

Depth Cues

Another line of investigation that ha_ been pursued in the examination of the
shape -slant hypothesis is concerned with the influen:e of both the binocular and monoc-
ular depth cues on shape and slant judgments. An effort has been made to demonstrate
that either shape constancy occurs in the absence of cues to slant or that it does not
°emu under such conditions.

Various procedures have been used to control the effect of depth cues. The most
often used procedure has been to limit judgments to monocular vision. Stavrianos (23)
compared binocular with monocular viewing and found that the influence of depth cues
varies with the oriente:tm of the stimulus.

14 7



Epstein (24) found significant differences for binocular vs. monocular viewing or
shape judgments, but not for slant judgments. The findings of shape judgments were tne
opposite of those reported by several researchers (Leibowitz, et at, 26, Thouless, 7).
Epstein found monocular judgments were more veridical than binocular judgments,
whereas binocular viewing resulted in more accurate judgments in other studies.

Kaiser (27), in a well-controlled but small sample study, assumed that any changes
in shape judgments obtained when going from binocular to monocular viewing would be
primarily due to changes in slant perception. The results generally supported this assump-
tion and thus provided evidence in support of the shape-slant invariance hypothesis.

Another technique used to reduce depth cues has been to eliminate the edge or
contour of the stimulus, thereby eliminating its relation to the field. This effect could be
achieved by having the subjects view the object through a reduction tube. Stavrianos (23)
did use this procedure and found that the results of reducing binocular cues vary as a
function of the angle of slant of the standard stimulus.

The elimination of object form or outline leaves only surface texture available as a
cue to object slant. Gibson and his followers have stressed that information from texture
cues is essential in the perception of slant which, in turn, is required for shape constancy
to occur. Beck and Gibson (4) demonstrated a reduced tendency (not an elimination)
toward shape constancy in a study that eliminated cues for surface slant. In a second
experiment, when cues to slant were provided shape constancy was observed. They
concluded that boundaries and texture may not be independent factors, but rather are
probably interrelated, which would suggest that reduced stimulation conditions are not
appropriate for studying shape constancy. This conclusion was supported by the findings
of other studies (Beck, 28, Flock and Moscatelli, 29).

The results of the various studies in which depth cues were eliminated or reduced
seemed to support a generalization made by Leibowitz and Meneghini (30) that "When
adequate cues are present, subjects tend to preserve the invariant features of the test
object regardless of the shape of the object or its angle of inclination."

In summary, it appears that the expeiimental evidence concerning the influence of
focal stimuli on shape and orientation perception is not at all unequivocal. Generally, it
might be concluded that the conditions under which shape constancy has been demon-
strated indicate that adequate cues to orientation and depth must be present.

This conclusion wos reach.s.(1 by Beck and Gibson (4) when they summarized much
of the previous research in shape constancy by their objection to the conditions under
which it has been studied. Instead of textureless, single (monoculailv viewed), and static
stimuli used in many experimental studies, the kind of shape that shows constancy was
said by them probably to be textured, disparate, and mobile.

CONTEXTUAL STIMULUS VARIABLES

Bevan (31) discussed various studies designed to investigate the influences on
behavior that can be attributed to the poperties of the stimulus sellingboth immediate
surround and pattern of prior inputsin their relation to the focal stimulus. Although he
does not directly discuss the context effect on shape or slant perception, it is pointed out
that perceptual constancy olnnot be fully understood without the consideration of
context. This point is emphasized by the fact that an individual has difficulty in drawing
what he sees when a circle is presented at some slant within a structured environment,
but when the contextual stimulation is removed and the retinal image becomes the real
object to he subject, he readily draws the projected image to represent what he believes
he sees.

8 15



Epstein and Park (25) reported that a few studies (Langdon 32, Nelson ani Bartley,
33, Thou less, 7) in which no background was used (a stimulus presented in a darkened
room) found that the retinal image determined the perceived shape. Nellis (21), using a
white background, found that the tilt of the background interacted with shape judgments
when the focal stimulus was tilted wound the horizontal axis and rotated around the
vertical axis. She reported that as the tilt of the background increased, so did its
influence on judgments.

ORGANISMIC VARIABLES

Psychologists generally agree that individuals through personal experiences develop a
perceptual set, which is unique with each individual. Brunswik has proposed that per-
ception is an achievement of each individual organism and that the degree of achievement
is a function of the correlation between perceptual judgment and the distal stimulation
(Koch, 10). Bartley (34) put it another way by saying that there are as many perceptual
worlds as there are perceivers.

Prentice (35) pointed out that perception is idiosyncratic and is a primary con-
tributor to individual differences in behavior. Several other researchers have stressed that
perceptual behavior should not br: studied without a consideration of the uniqueness of
the organism, because behavior is directly affected by need, motivation, learning, past
experience, and the general sensory state of the organism (Bruner and Goodman, 36,
Bruner and Postmen, 37). Bevan (31) restated this concern by stressing the importance
for the researcher to realize that the individual organism brings with it to any perceptual
situation, either in the environment or in the perceptual laboratory, a set of organizing
and categorizing assumptions.

The concern about the influence of organismic differences is not new. Kulpe noted
this same problem at the very beginning of the modern study of perception. His
contention was that the attribute that an observer is set to see (either by instructions
from experimenter or from past experience) may be ail that exists in his mind during an
observational task (Boring, 38). Even though this problem has been known for a tong
time, only a few attempts have been made to specify the influence of organismic
variables on shape and slant judgments. Intelligence and past experience have been two
organismic variables examined by several investigators. Perceptual style and patient
analysis have also been identified as abilities that differ between individuals and influence
shape perception.

Intelligence

Epstein and Park (25) reported that the results of Thouless (39) and Leibowitz et
al. (20 indicated an inverse relation between intelligence and shape constancy. The
suggestion being made was that the more intelligent subjects would adopt a more
analytical approach to shape by paying more attention to the projected image, thus
resulting in lower constancy scores. Investigators, who have varied instructions of ana-
lytical set, have supported this hypothesis (Gottheil and Bitterman, 40, Epstein, !3ontrager,
and Park, 41)

Past Experience

Past experience and learning level are unique sources of variance within individuals,
and have been assumed in the past to be random effects in the populations sampled. This
becomes an erroneous assumption when the sample size per treatment condition is small.
Only a few investigators in perceptual research have studied the effects of prior famil-
iarity with the stimulus. Hake (42) discussed this problem and proposed that individuals
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performing a perceptual task use at least two sources of information for selectirg the
appropriate responses: (a) information from the present situation, and (b) information
from the past during which successful ways of perceiving were developed.

Borreson and Lichte (43) attempted to assess past experience by varying stimulus
familiarity. Using nonsense shapes, they varied the number of times the shapes were seen
by subjects and found that shape constancy did increase with familiarity. Epstein and
Mountford (44) found contrary results in a test using a representational form vs. a
nonrepresentational form. They found that there was no difference in the perception of
the shape of the Jack of Spade& (representative stimulus) vs. a blank white rectangular
card (nonrepresentative stimulus). Epstein and Mountford also reported no differential
effect of representativeness of the stimulus on slant judgments. Epstein (24) reported
similar results earlier using the same stimuli.

From the results of the research examined here, a definite conclusion concerning
past experience cannot be made. In the light of this ambiguity it must be assumed that
pest experience might be a significant source of variance. Until evidence can be obtained,
one way or the other, past experience should be controlled either experimentally or
statistically in experimental tests.

Perceptual Style

Work has been described by Witkin et al. (45) which specified a personality variable
termed perceptual style. Essentially, the experimental work assessed the influence of
bodily and environmental orientation on the performance of perceptual tasks. The results
of the research led to the conclusion that fiele factors influence some individuals more
than others.

Witkin and his associates have defined a continuum of perceptual field dependency
to describe this personality factor. Those individuals who are influenced to a great extent
by field factors, such as observer and stimulus orientation, and complexity of physical
structure are designated as field dependent, and those who are only slightly influenced by
physical structure are said to be field independent. These two groups of individuals have
been described as follows:

". field dependent persons tend to be characterized by passivity in
dealing with the environment; by unfamiliarity with and fear of their own
imputses, together with poor contra' over their primitive, undifferentiated body
image. Independent or analytical perceptual performers, in contrast, tend to be
characterized by activity and indep4 ndence in relation to the environment; by
close communication with and betier control of their own impulses; and by
relatively high self-esteem and a moil differentiated mature Cody image."I

The work leading to the concept of perceptual style was begun by Gottschaldt
(Witkin, 46). The purpose of his initial work was to demonstrate that contextual factors
influence perception. The results of the research led to the conclusion that contextual
factors alone could not fully explain the perceptual process represented in Gottschaldt's
and later in Witkin's experimental tasks. The consistent and stable individual differences
that were obse.ved in the perceptual performances were hypothesized to he an important
factor in understanding the perceptual process.

The basic task in these studies was to find a simple figure that was embedded within
a more complex pattern. The field-dependent individuals experienced difficulty in
extracting the hidden figure from the complex visual stimulation, whereas this was a
relatively easy task for the fieldindependent subjects. An embedded figures test (EFT)
similar to the one used by Witkin was adopted as the orerational instrument for
identifying the perceptual style of individual subjects.

10
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Thornton, Barrett, and Davis (47) used the EFT in a study of individual differences
in a shape discrimination task. Subjects were differentiated on the basis of their per-
ceptual style, as defined by the EFT. Two experiments were conducted in which photo
interpreters were required to find various targets in aerial photographs. Significant
positive correlations were obtained in both studies between EFT scores and target
discrimination performance. The field-dependent interpreters had greater difficulty dis-
covering the targets in the aerial photographs than did the field-independent individuals.

Cronback (15) reported a similar individual factor found by Johansen. In an
experimental task using three-dimensional stimuli, Johansen found that some subjects
were able to visualize how the three-dimensional figure would appear if it were to be
viewed from a different aspect, whereas other subjects could not visualize this. The
individuals who did not have this imaginative ability were termed frontal bound by
Johansen.

In summary, organismic variables can be concluded to have a significant influence on
perception of shape and slant. Typically, this source of variance has been ignored. In a
review of 137 articles reporting target identification and form perception performances
Kause (48) found that individual differences were consistently treated as sources of
random error.

The review of the literature for this study indicates that instead of being random,
there are systematic, differences between individuals in shape perception performance, and
some sources of these differences can be identified. This conclusion is in agreement with
various researchers who have indicated that the individual perceiver must be taken into
account just as much as the thing being perceived (Prentice, 35, Flock and Moscatelli, 29,
Bevan, 31, Eriksen, 49, Leibowitz and Meneghini, 30).
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Chapter 2

SHAPE-SLANT INVARIANCE HYPOTHESIS EXPERIMENTS

RESEARCH PROBLEM

After considering the results of experiments which have investigated shape con-
stancy, generally, and the shape-slant invariance hypothesis specifically, it was concluded
that the existence or nonexistence of a shape-slant invariance relationship had no, been
explicitly demonstrated. In addition, it was concluded that the conditions under which
shape constancy occurs are generally agreed upon.

One reason for a lack of unequivocal results in many studies could be the fact that
judgments of apparent shape and apparent slant were not obtained in the same experi-
ment. Another reason could have been that the conditions of the experimental study
were such that veridical perceptions were not possible for either shape or slant. In fact,
few previous studies have stated a requirement for veridical perception of shape or
orientation in order to test the shape-slant invariance hypothesis.

An additional postulate could be that systematic organismic variables (large but
stable individual differences) may have masked significant and correlated treatment
effects on the perception of stimulus shape and orientation. Several recent articles have
been concerned with this problem of controlling errors in measurement, and have offered
both experimental and statistical solutions (Fine, 50 Cox, 51, Owens, 52, Eisenhart, 53,
Levi, 54, Norrie, 55, Grose, 56, Jarrett and Henry, 57, Henry, 58). The postulates offered
here were in agreement with Epstein and Park (25) who concluded from their review of
the literature that relatively few good studies of the shapeslant invariance hypothesis had
been conducted prior to their survey.

PURPOSE OF RESEARCH

The purpose of the present research was to test the shape-slant invariance hypothesis
under conditions that would allow shape constancy to occur. The requirement for shape
constancy was used in order to lessen the possibility of organism-bound responses and
increase the possibility of stimulusbound (Fine, 50) responses so that the shape-slant
invariance hypothesis could be more objectively tested.

The research was also designed to evaluate the influence of focal and contextual
variables on the perception of stimulus shape and orientation. Once the requirement for
shape constancy was met, the influence of focal and contextual variables on judgment of
shape and slant could be more objectively tested. Cased upon the invariance hypothesis,
it would he assumed that the influence of these variables under the established conditions
would be very similar on both shape and slant judgments. It was believed that a
demonstration of the importance of individual performance should be included because
of the possibility that large individual differences coul 1 mask significant and correlated
treatment effects.
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RESEARCH METHOD

This research was designed primarily to address the validity of the shape-slant
invariance hypothesis, and secondarily to address the problem of individual differences in
the perception of shape. Two experiments were conducted. The first experiment was
essentially a pilot study producing data necessary for establishing some procedures for the
second experiment, which was designed to test the invariance hypothesis.

U.S. Army enlisted men stationed at Fort Bliss, Texas, served as subjects in the
experiments. The enlisted men were provided through the U.S. Army Air Defense Center
which designated various units at Fort Bliss to provide personnel to support this research.

EXPERIMENT I

Experiment I was conducted to determine the magnitude of error in the judgment
of shape and secondarily to demonstrate that there are constant and variable errors of
shape judgments. It was felt that this was necessary in order to realistically construct the
shape comparison stimuli for Experiment II.

It was desired that the size of the interval between comparison stimuli should not be
so small that the individual could not distinguish between the shape of the two adjoining
stimuli in the series. Conversely, it was desired that the size of the interval should not be
so large that the individual would not have a choice of any two stimuli for a response.
One problem with many past studies was that the interval sizes between comparison
stimuli was so large that the individual virtually had no choice between comparison
stimuli for a response; that is, the comparison stimuli which were provided were either
similar to the retinal image or the objective shape, and there was no possibility of the
apparent shape falling between these two extremes.

The secondary purpose of Experiment I was to demonstrate that individuals do
differ in their performance and that these differences are a significant source of variance.
It is felt that these demonstrations were necessary in order to provide empirical evidence
for the use of statistical techniques to take this source of error into account. Most
previous research has essentially ignored this source of error.

Subjects

The 20 enlisted men from Fort Bliss who served as subjects ranged in age from 18
to 26 years. The request for personnel stated that the enlisted men should come from
basic training units, and should have 20/20 vision (corrected acceptable).

Each subject was requested to bring a record of his aptitude scores from his
personnel file. The general technical (GT) score of each subject was recorded from this
record. The GT score' is a general indication of intellectual ability and correlates
significantly with verbal intelligence test scores. As a group, the subjects in Experiment I
had a mean GT score of 105 with a standard deviation of 12.

The visual acuity and depth perception of each subject were tested on the Armed
Forces Vision Tester. The stimuli used in the visual acuity test were similar to that on
the Snellen chart. The depth perception test stimuli consisted of several small circular
outlines embedded in a block of clear plastic (see Appendix A). The subject was
requested to identify the circles that appeared to "stand out" from the other circles.
Task difficulty increased as the difference in depth of the rings became smaller in

'The Army Standard Score system, used for GT scores, is defined for a mobilization population
for which the distribution would be approximately normal with a mean of 100 and a standard deviation
of 20.
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different stimulus presentations. If subject did not perceive the largest separation in dept'
between rings, he was not used in the experiment. Of the total number of subjects tested
(22), only two did not meet the depth perception requirement.

Each enlisted man was assigned a subject number as he arrived at the testing
laboratory. Each subject number had been randomly assigned an order in which treat-
ment effects were to be administered. The order of appeara ice of the subject in the
testing situation was also randomized. Such randomization procedures are encouraged by
Edgington (59) and by Kirk (60) when random selection of subjects from a population is
not possible. Kirk says that to minimize possible confounding of experimental conditions
everything that can be randomized should be. All randomizations carried out in both
experiments used tables of random numbers.

Perceptual Task and Apparatus

In Experiment I the subjects were asked to match the shape of the comparison
stimulus to the shape of the standard stimulus. The stimulus display consisted of a
two-dimensional presentation of two rectangular figures. A tv:o-dimensional stimuli
display (Figure 2) was med in Experiment I in order that the stimulus shape could be
continuously varied.

A continuously variable shape stimulus was recptired so that shape judgnr.ei.t error
could be more accurately measured. This display appeared at the back of a stimulus
presentation apparatus (Figure 3) in which the stimulus environmentsuch as the amount
and color of illumination, background color, and surface reflectivity--cotdd be controlled.

14

Stimulus Display for Experiment I

NOTE: Stondor4 stimulus on the tett, comporisori stimulus on 'le right.

Figure 2
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S*,imulus Presentation Apparatus for Experiment I

Headrest

Figure 3

41'2'

Stimulus
Display
Panel

3'

The inside of the stimulus presentation system was a flat black to minimize light
reflection and to provide a homogeneous surrounding.

The apparatus was a box 41/2 x 3 x3 feet with a head and chin rest at the front to
hold the subject's 'lead at a fixed eye level. The subject looked inside the apparatus
through a pair of nonoptical apertures. The aperturis were large enough to allow for
different interpupilary distances. The center of the apertures lined up with the center of
the stimulus display. The front section of the apparatus, where the head and chin rests
and visual apertures were located, was constructed so that viewing distanc2 could be
adjusted (adjustment, was necessary in order to hold retirvil area constant across the four
standard stimuli that were presented).

The shape testing booth was lighted at approximately the satire light level (10
foctcandles) as were the test stimuli. 41s a result, no change in light adaptation was
required of the subject when looking inside or outside the apparatus.

Stimuli

The standard and comparison stimuli consisted of rectangular trnings cut in the
display panel. The rectangular openings were lighted from the rear by a diffuse 10
footcandle light source. (A 10-footcandle right source was chosen because this light was
not bright enough to interfere with the subject's vision and yet provided enough light to
see the stimuli easily.) The widths of both rectangles were adjustable in order to alter the
shape of the stimuli. The widths of the openings were changed by moving black plexiglass
cover plates at the rear of the display panel (see Figure 4).

The plates were connected to motors that moved them horizontally in either
direction. The speed of the motors was regulated so that the rectangular openings could
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Rear of Stimulus Display Panel for Experiment

Figurt 4

be widened or narrowed at the rate of .02 imh per second. The rate of movement of the
variable stimuli wss fast enough for the subject to determine whether the shape was
changing, but not ro fast that reaction time error would result in a large response error.
In order to ensure that response error would not mask any perceptual bias, the dire,:tion
of width change of the stimuli was randomizeC.

The size of the standard stimulus oiler ing was 3 x 8 inches. This provided for a
standard stimulus with a constant height of three inches and any width up to eight
inches. The height of the comparison stimi his was half the height of the standard
stimulus. This forced the subjects to match tie two stimuli in shape, as defined by the
width-to-height ratio, rather than along the linear dimension of width or retinal area,
which would have been possible if the two -tirnuli had been the same size.

Four standard stimuli were used durin; the experimer,',. On any one trial, the
standard stimulus opening was set at one of the following widths: 3.0, 3.3, 3.6, or 3.9
inches. This provided stimuli with the following width-to-height ratios: 1.0, 1.1, 1.2, or
1.3. A constant visual angle for the stimuli (3'3l') was created by varying the viewing
distances for each stimulus respectively to vlf+, 52.8, 57.6, and 62.4 inches. If the subject
looked at the center of the presented standErd stimulus, the resulting retinal image was
located within approximately 13/1' of the fovea, placing it in an area of relatively high
visual acuity. The number of standard stimu i chosen was a function of the experimental
design and of the administrative aspects of data collection. It was felt that the subject
should not be kept in the experimental situation more than approximately 45 minutes
because of the possible decrease in some subjects' attention to the task. The subject
would have been in the total testing situation, including the paper pencil and vision tests,
for 11/2 hours.

The comparison stimulus shape on any one trial was continuously changed in width,
either increasing or decreasing. The motor drive fur the cover plate was started by
experimenter. When the subject judged that the shape of the comparison stimulus was the
same as the shape of the standard stimulus, he so indicated by pushing a switch, stopping
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the motor, and thus the cover plate, of the comparison stimulus. The exact positions of
both cover plates were measured by using a digital volt ratio meter. The differences in
voltage settings for the two cover plates were printed out by means of a digital printer.
These differences in voltages were used to determine the errors in matching the shape of
the comparison stimulus; to the shape of the standard stimulus.

Experimental Design

A repeated measures randomized block experimental design was used to provide the
format for data colection in Experiment I. The repeated measures factor was stimulus
shape having four levels. The four levels were defined by the widthto-height ratios of the
standard stimuli: 1.0, 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3. The blocks were composed of the individual
subjects who received all four levels of the treatment variable of stimulus shape. To
minimize the possible influence of reaction time error, each standard stimulus shape was
presented four timestwice while the comparison stimulus was increasing in width and
twice while it was decreasing. A mean error from thee° four trials was used as the
subject's score for each standard shape. The order of presentation of the 16 trials for
each of the 20 subjects was randomized.

Procedure

As the subjects arrived at the testing laboratory they were immediately assigned a
subject number. A general explanation was then pre: ited to include an introduction of
th, fost personnel, a description of the kind of work being .anducted concerning visual
per ,nd a genera) outline of what the testing procedures would be.

The GI scores for the subjects were recorded from their aptitude record forms.
Next, the visual tests were administered to each subject.

Subjects were tested individually. Specific instructicns were given to each subject
just prior to beginning the shape judgment task (see Appendix B).

Before each trial, tne viewing distance was adjusted so that the different standard
stimuli would present the same visual angle. This adjustment was necessary to maintain
the visual angle constant for all standard stimuli.

The trial began when experimenter set the standard stimulus to one of the four
specific shapes, and then started the comparison stimulus moving. The subject placed his
head in the headrest and looked into the eyepieces and continually compared the shape
of the comparison stimulus to the standard stimulus As soon as the subject believed that
the shapes of the two stimuli were the same, he so indicated by pushing a switch, which
stopped the movement of the cover plate of the comParison stimuli. The subject had no
control over the direction of movement of the cover plat? so he could riot make changes
in his judgment. Experimenter pushed the printer button to obtain a record of the
subject's response. The print-out recorded, in addition to the response, the subject and
trial numbers. As soon as the subject had indicated Iris response, he moved his head away
from the apparatus and waited approximately two minutes for the next trial. This process
continued until the subject had observed each of the four standard stimulus shapes four
times.

Statistier.1 Procedures

A randomized blo.4; analysis of variance design was used to statistically evaluate the
influence of the shapes of the sheidard stimuli and of the individual differences in
performance on judgments of shape. "l'he performance measure was the wean error of the
width-to-height ratios of the subjects' responses to each standard stimulus shape. This
error was defined as the mean algebraic difference in the widthto-height ratios of the
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comparison and standard stimuli at the time the subject had made his shape mat( hing
response. A negative error indicated that the comparison stimulus had a narrower width
than the standard stimulus.

It was anticipated that the distribution of scores obtained would meet the require-
ments of normality and homegeneity of variance, at least within the limits described by
Edwards (61). If these assumptions were not met, appropriate transformation of the data
would have been made. Tukey's HSD test was used to test the significance of differences
among means for significant main and simple ef4cts.

EXPERIMENT ll

Experiment II was the primary experiment of this research, and was designed to
produce data for testing the shape-slant invariance hypothesis. This hypothesis was tested
using three-dimensional solids rotated around the vertical axis. The influence of stimulus
shape, orientation, and background on the judgment of shape and rotation was tested. It
was assumed that if the shape-slant invariance hypothesis held, the iniluence of these
factors would lead to the same categorical conclusion:, in the interpretations of the results
of the analysis of both the shape and rotation data.

I tests from two different analyses of variance cannot be directly compared since
the error terms differ from one study to the next, but it is felt that a qualitative
comparison of the results of the analysis could provide logical evidence supporting :+r
rejecting the shape-slant invariance hypothesis. This line of thoug'it follows from the
assumption based upon the invariance hypothesis that the same variables should influence
both shape judgment and rotation judgment performances.

Experiment H was &so designed to test the posttJate that perceptual style, as
defined by Dees' embedded figures test,' was a significant source of variance in shape
and rotation perception judgments (see Appendix C).

Previous research had indicated that intellectual ability influenced shape constancy.
An estimate of general intelligence was obtained a v; .elated with both shape and
rotation judgments. If the relationship had been fou; to be significant, a statistical
rontrol would have been used for this factor.

Subjects

The .subjects were obtained for Experiment II in the same manlier as in Experiment
1. P..ause of an apparatus problem in the rotation judgment task (desiTibod later), the
second experiment was run twice with two different groups of 31 subjects each. The two
groups differed significantly on the variable. of intellectual ability. The subjects came
from two different training units, one of which was a specialty unit for training Army
personnel of low intellectual abilities.

The fiest group had a mean GT score of 109 with a standard deviation of 13. This
group ivas referied to as the High Group. The second group had a mean GT score of 61
with a standard deviation of 9. This lattl. group was called the Low Group. The
occorience of this group difference in intellectual level was advantageous in that it
provided an opportunity for testing the hypothesis that intelligence significantly influ-
ences shape judgment performance.

The procedures for the shape judgment visual acuity and depth perception testing
was the same for berth the High and Low Groups, but due to the difference in amaratus

'An o-tnbill(1411 Igo 'vs Ira, cgmsisl ing of te.O. Impldet ;Ind inAruclipos, do:eloped by .J.V1'
N.J. (I'Reillyy, and 1).1t. Sr nno It. at 'Limit It() DiNi,on Ni,. I. Fort [terming. (bi.
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the procedure for testing rotation judgment differed. As in the first experin ent, the
subjects were assigned a subject number as soon as they arrived at the laboratory. The
order of presentation of treatment conditions was randomized for each subject number.

Perceptual Task and Apparatus

Experimental procedures were adopted in Experiment II designed to obtain two
types of perceptual responses in the same test from one standard stimulus. The two types
of responses were shape judgments and rotation judgments. The experiment was designed
so that the comparison stimuli for both tyres of responses were presented under the
same treatment conditions at the same time.

The first task of the subjects required a judgment of stimulus shape. The subjects
were asked to select one of 11 comparison stimuli that they judged had a shape
(width-to-height ratio) that matched the shape of the standard stimulus. The psycho
physical rrocedure used to obtain these data was a modification of the method of
constant stimuli. The standard stimuli used in Experiment II were three-dimensional
solids so that adequate information would be provided allowing shape constancy to
occur. The size of the stimulus field used wai 15 x 30 inches which was a function of
the size of the apparatus used in Experiment I.

Eleven shape comparison stimuli were used which provided for the equal positioning
of the standard stimuli within the series of comparison stimuli; that is, the comparison
stimulus No. 3 had the same shape as the 1.0 standard stimulus, comparison stimulus No.
6 had the same shape as the 1.1 standard stimulus, and comparison stimulus No. 9 had
the same shape as the 1.2 standard stimulus. This provided for two comparison stimuli to
he placed to each side of each standard stimulus. The comparison stimuli were placed
below the stimulus field so that the position of the stimuli could be easily randomized
between subjects (Figure 5). This was necessary because of the requirement for random-
izing the position of the shape comparison stimuli for each subject so that influence of
the position of the stimuli upon performance would be minimized.

The second task for the subjects required the matching of the rotational settings of
the comparison and standard stimuli. The subjects were asked to rotate the single

Stimulus Display for Experiment II

Figure 5
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rotational comparison stimulus until they judged that it was the same as 0 e rotational
orientation of the standard stimulus.

As mentioned earlier, a problem arose with the response apparatus in the rotation
judgment task. During the initial conduct of Experiment II (with the High Group),
experimenter noticed that almost all subjects had considerable difficulty using the
rotation judgment apparatus. The comparison stimulus used by the High Group was
located at the front of and outside of the stimulus presentation apparatus. Subjects were
required to shift their viewing from the inside to the outside of the apparatus in order to
rrake comparisons of the rotation of the stimuli. Because of this obvious difficulty and
the differences in the stimuli surrounds, the response apparatus was redesigned and the
experiment was rerun with the second (Low) group.

Light Box Used in Experiment II

2o

Figure 6
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The rotation response apparatus used by the Low Group consisted of a rectangular
solid, similar to the shape comparison stimuli, and three servomotors. The rotation
comparison stimulus was located below the shape comparison stimuli so that it would not
obstruct the view of the shape comparison stimuli, but was still within the same visual
field containing the standard stimulus.

The rotation comparison stimulus was mounted on a shaft that was attached to a
receiver servomotor. The position of the comparison block was controlled by a trans-
mitter servomotor located near the subject. The transmitter servomotor had a control
knob that the subject turned when he was matching the rotational setting f the
comparison stimulus to the rotational setting of the standard stimulus. Another receiver
servomotor was located near experimenter to provide an indication of the position of the
comparison stimulus alter the subject had made his rotational match.

The standard stimulus backgrounds were provided in different rnanners. The unstruc-
tured background (Figure 6) was formed by the plain surface of the light box. The
structured background (Figure 7) was formed by using flat black artist tape on a clear
cellulose sheet. The sheet was attached to a wooden rod so that it could easily be hung
onto the light box behind the visual display field.

Structured Background for Experiment II

7

Figure 7

Stimuli

The stimuli for Experiment it were three-dimensional rectangular wooden blocks.
The height and depth of the standard stimuli were a constant 3.0 inches. The widths of
the standard stimuli were 3.0, 3.3, and 3.G inches. These dimensions resulted in widthto-
height ratios of 1.0, 1.1, and 1.2. The measurements of the three dimensiots were
accurate to within t .01 5 inch.

The 11 shape comparison stimuli %%ere constructed one-half the size of the standard
stimuli to prevent the subjects catching either the widths or the retinal areas, rather than
the desired match of shape as defined by the vidth-to-height ratio at the front of the
block. The width of the comparison stimuli varied in increments of .05 inch from 1.1 to
1.9 inches. The increment of .05 inch ,.vas arrived at using dcsaipthe data from Experi-
ment I. The rotation comparison stimulus a cube of 1.5 inches to a side.

11
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All stimuli were painted a flat gray to minimize light glare, but they still pro%'ded
an adequate stimulus-background contrast ratio. The target background contrast ratios
were such that the stimuli did not visually fuse with any part of the background.

The standard stimulus, located 53 inches from the center of the eye pieces, was
suspended from the top of the display panel by a clear plexiglas rod. The rod was hung
from a block to which a protractor was attached. A pointer was affixed to the plexiglas
rod above the protractor so that an exact rotational setting of the standard stimulus, with
reference to the protractor, could be made by experimenter.

The shape comparison stimuli were placed so that the front of the blocks were
perpendicular to the subject's line of sight. The shape comparison stimuli were placed
perpendicular to the subject's line of view so that the same information was available for
each block. The positions of the comparison blocks were numbered from left to right, 1
through 11.

The stimulus display was lighted from both the front and the back in order to
provide constant illumination of the stimuli and eliminate many of the shadows. Inside
the presentation system and above the eye apertures, a light bulb was placed to
illuminate the front of the display. A light box with a translucent cover illuminated the
display from the back. Using a spot photometer the illumination level from the light box
was set near 10 footcandles.

Experimental Design

A four-factor split-plot, repeated measures design was used as the data collection
format for Experiment II. The repeated measures factors were stimulus shape, rotational
setting, and background. The fourth factor, perceptual style, was a nonrepeated measures
factor because it was an organismic variable. Two levels of perceptual style were used: a
field-independent style and a field-dependent style. For this experiment, fieldindependent
subjects were defined as those subjects who had the scores above the 50th percentile on
the embedded figures test (EFT), and field-dependent subjects were those who had the
scores at and bclow the 50th percentile.

The shape factor had three levels, defined as the width-to-height ratios of the
standard stir-null. 'These ratios were 1.0, 1.1, and 1.2.

The rotation factor had four levels, defined as the degrees rotated around the
(.14.;cal axis. These levels were selected in order to 1.:c able to relate the results of this

study with previous studies. The standard stimuli were rotated only counterclockwise (the
right side of the block rotated away from the subject out of the frontalparallel plane)
from 0' to 22', 41 , and 60".

The third factor was stimulus background which had two levels. The two levels of
the background variables were selected because they provided extreme differences in
structure and it was assumed that if background structure was a significant variable. it
should show up under these conditions.

The order in which the 24 treatment comhinations were presented was randomized
for each of the subjects. This randomization procedure was accomplished to minimize
possible order effects an performance.

Procedure

The subjects were assigned a subject number as soon as they arrived at the
laboratory. Following the general intioduction (same as Experiment I), the (11' scores for
each subject were recorded. The visual acuity and depth perception tests were adminis-
tered next, will) the same proor.dtirt. , and visual requirements a; those in Experinwilt 1
being, observed.
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Before beginning the experimental tasks, the subjects were given the EFT 'Appendix
C). After finishing the EFT, the subjects were individually escorted to the test booth.
Specific instructions for the shape and rotation matching tasks were given just prior to
beginning the experimental task (Appendix A).

The first trial began after experimenter had set one of the three standard stimuli to
one of the four rotational positions and had selected one of the stimulus backgrounds.
Experimenter randomized the positions of the 11 comparison stimuli before each subject
begr.:1 the test session. The rotation comparison stimulus was set at 0° rotation before
each trial.

After the test stimuli had been installed for a trial, the student placed his head in
the head-chin rest, looked through the eyepieces, and selected the comparison stimulus
that he judged matched the shape of the standard stimulus. As soon as he made his
selection, which was recorded by an assistant experimenter sitting in the test booth, the
student then adjusted the rotation comparison stimulus until he judged that it matched
the rotational setting of the standard stimulus. The assistant experimenter recorded the
rotational setting of the comparison stimulus while experimenter was preparing for the
next trial. This procedure continued until each subject had made one shape and one
rotation match for each of the three standard stimulus shapes at each of the four
rotational settings against both backgroundsa total of 24 shape and 24 rotation
rrtches.

Performance Measures

The performance measure that was used in the statistical analyses of the shape
judgment data was the same as that used in the first experiment --the error in th"
width-to-height ratios for each response. The performance measure used in the analyses of
the rotation judgment data was the error in the rotational setting of the comparison
stimulus relative to the setting of the standard stimulus. A negative error indicated that
the subject had not rotated the comparison stimulus as far counterclockwise out of the
frontal-parallel as the standard stimulus had been rotated. A positive error indicated that
the subject had rotated the comparison too far. The negative error was termed an
underestimation of the rotation of the standard stimulus and a positive error was termed
an overestimation.
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Chapter 3

RESULTS AND ANALYSES

EXPERIMENT I

Although Experiment I was designed primarily as a pilot study; the data are
presented here to emphasize a behavioral fact: that individual differences are a significant
source of performance variance. The data collected in Experiment I were approximately
normally distributed about a mean shape judgment error of 0.033. The range of errors
was from an underestimation of 0.177 of the width-to-height ratios to an overestimation
of 0.241. The standard deviation was 0.102. Measurements were made with an accuracy
of 0.001. The reliabilities of the measurements were evaluated by correlating across the
subjects the two scores obtained under the same conditions. For the eight conditions (the
two ditections of movement of the cover plates and the four shapes of the standard
stimuli), these reliability ccefficients ranged from 0.85 to 0.98.

The summary for the analysis of variance conducted on the data is shown in Table
1. The results of the analysis indicated that the individual perceivers were a significant
source of performance variance. As indicated from the analysis of variance, the shape of
the standard stimulus was not a significant factor in shape judgment performance. This
result is clearly evident when the mean subjective shape responses were compared with
the objective shapes (width-to-height ratios of the standard stimuli) in Figure 8.

The results of the first experiment were used to ensure that the shape comparison
stimuli used in Experiment H would be sensitive to the measurement of shape judgments.
The results of Experiment I indicated the shape could be judged with a mean error (in
width-to-height ratio) of 0.033, and this was approximately the interval size between
shape comparison stimuli used in Experiment II. An error of this site would indicate
that, for example, when the shape of a standard stimulus with a width-to-height ratio of
1.0 was judged, the student would select a comparison stimulus that had a width-to-
height ratio of 1.033.

The results of the statistical evaluations from Experiment 1 supported the hypothesis
that individual differences in shape judgment performance were a significant source of
variance. This empirical evidence of the importance of individual differences provided a
rationale for selecting statistical procedures for Experiment 11 that take into account this
source of variance.

Table 1

Shape Judgment Analysis of Variance
(Experiment I)

Source of Variance I dl I MS F rat*

Between Shapes 3 .002 <1

Between Subjects 19 .043 3.91a

Residual 57 .011

ap < es
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Experiment I: Mean Width-to-Height Rat:us of Perceptual Shape
Compared to Objective Shape

I.3

1.2

1.1

1.0

01
1.0

Standard Stimuli

Figure 8

EXPERIMEN1 II

I.2

111 Pert ept.,01 Shape

Objective Shape

1.3

The establishment of conditions under which shape constancy would occur was a
prerequisite for the conduct of Experiment II. Figures 9,10, and 11 indicate graphically
that shape constancy was obtained. It can be seen that both groups (high and Low)
judged shape with considerable accuracy. For the High group, the perceptual error for
each of the three standard stimuli did not differ significantly from zero error at any of
the four rotational settings. For the Low group, eight out of the 12 mean errors did not
differ significantly from zero error. It was concluded that the conditions for occurrence
of shape constancy had been created.

Because of the differences in intellectual functioning between the High and Low
groups, the data for the two in oups were analyzed separately for both the shape and the
rotation judgmeni. tasks. Although the two groups differed significantly on GT level,
there was no significant difference between the mean shape judgment scores. Both groups
judged stimulus shape with equal accuracy. The mean judgment errors are presented in
Table 2.

The analysis of variance summaries for the shah data are shown in Table 3 for the
Iligh group and Table 1 for the Low group. The main effects for orientation and shape
were significant for both groups, ac were the interactions of shape x style, and orienta-
tion x shape. In addition, a significant second-order interaction, orientation x background
x shape, was found significant for th, High group. These results are shown graphically in
Figures 12, 13, and 11. It is of interest to note that despite the fact that the two groups
of subiects were quite different in terms of mental abilities, their perceptual performances
for the snape judgment task were quite similar.
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Table 2

Shape Judgment Errors
(Width/Height) {Experiment II)

High Group ILow viroup

Mean .053 .033

Standard Deviation .069 .035

The Tukey tests for simple effects that were run following the F tests, revealed that
shape was judged with greater (p<.05) error at a rotational setting of 22' than at 66° for
both groups. Further, the High group judged shape with greater (p<.05) error at a
rotation of 44° than at 660; the Low group judged shape with less (p<.05) error at 41°
than at 22°.

Table 3

Analysis of Variance: Shape Judgment
for High Group

Source of Variance df I MS 1 F

Between Subjects
Between Styles (A) 1 222 <1

Error A 32 1,271.8

Within Subjects 782
Between Orientations (B) 3 841 3.63
A x B 3 385 1.7

Error B 96 231.5
Between Backgrounds (C) 1 93 1.2

A x C 1 62 <1

Error C 32 79.4
Between Shapes (D) 2 18,849.0 114.1°
A x D 2 667.0 4.03

Error 0 64 165.2
B x C 3 84.3 <1
AxBxC 3 70.3 <1
Error BC 96 108.8
B x 0 6 1,404.2 11.56
AxBxD 6 55.8 <1
Error BO 192 122.4
C D 2 2.5 <I
AxCxD 2 41 <1
Error CD 64 128.2
8 xCxD 6 256 5 43''
Axf3 xCx0 6 10.1 5 1.8

Error BCD 192 58.7

ap <
01
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Tat le 4

Analysis of VarianGe: Shape Judgment
for Lov1 Group

Source of Variance df MS

Between Subjects
Between Styles (Ai 1 99G 3.3

Error A 32 297.6

Within Subjects 782

Between Orientations (B) 3 319 2.9a

A x B 3 56.7
Error B 96 110.4
Between Backgrounds (CI 1 13 <1
A x C 1 79 <1

Error C 32 97.5
Between Shapes D 2 12,112.5 81.4b
A x D 2 e32.5 4.3'
Error D 64 148.7
B x C 3 58.3 1.4

AxBxC 3 63 1.5

Error BC 96 42.9
B x D 6 278.5 3.2a

AxBxD 6 112.5 1.3

Error BD 192 88.3
(is. x D 2 40 <1
AxCxID 2 50.5 <1
Error CD 64 62.0
BxCxD 6 73.3 1.2

AxBxCxD 6 40.8 <1
Error BCD 192 61.6

ap <.05
by <.01

The standard stimulus having the shape with the 1.0 width-to-height ratio was
judged with greater (p<.05) error than were the other two standard stimuh by both
groups. In addition, both groups underestimated the shape of the most rectangular
stimulus; that is, they judged the 1.2 stimulus to be narrower in width than it actually
was

The subjects with a field-dependent perceptual style judged the shapes of the
standard stimuli with greater variation between stimuli than did the field-independent
subjects.

Subjects in both and Low groups judged the shape of the 1 0 standard stimulus
with aeater error as it was rotated out of the frontal- parallel plane. This difficulty was
reflected in an increasing overestimation as rotation increased; that is. the width to-height
ratio as judged to he i-rcater than it actually was as the stimulus was UMW(' out of the
frontalparallel plane. Conversely, the most rectangular standard stimulus was increasingly
underestimated as rotation increased. These opposite trends pioducid the orientaton
shape interaction.

28 .1 r-
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Shape Judgment Errors: High Group and Low Group (Width-toHeight Ratios)
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The significant second order interaction of orientation x shape x background (Figure
14) indicated that as the rotational setting of the standard stimuli increased against the
structured background, errors of shape judgment became more divergent between the 1.0
and 1.2 standard stimuli.

The significant F ratios obtained in the analysis of valiance of the data for each
group indicated that relationships existed between the dependent variab:e of shape
judgment and the significant treatment le%els of the independent variables. The strength
of these associations was computed (Kirk, 61) and is presented in Table 5. From this
analysis, the independent variable of shape accounted for considerably more variance in
shape judgment accuracy than the other tn-atments combined. The amount of variance
attributable to variation bet"een subjects was found to be 22`;', for the High group and

for the Low group. This indicated that the subjects in the l,ow group were relatively
more homogeneous in their performance than the subjects in the Iligh group.

For statistical analysis, the data from toe rotation judgment task were separated for
the two groups for two reasons: first was the difference in intelligence levels of the high
and I,ow groups of subjects, and second was the difference in the apparatus used to
obtain the rotation judgment responses for the two groups. There was a significant
difference Or .051 in the ith,an errors between the two groups i';';J110 (;). This diffcrchco
could possibly he a fun, lion of either the difference in the intelligence v;iriable or in the
apparatus.

The apparatus used with the Low group NVas the more appropriate technique, since
kith it the comparison stimulus W presented under the same experimental condition as
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Significant Interactions Common to Both Groups of Subjects
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Table 5

Percentage of Variance of Shape Judgments
Accounted for by Significant Treatment Effects

Treatment Conditions High Group I Low Group

Orientation 1 1

Shape 20 25
Orientation x Sh-ipe 4 2

Shape x Style 1 0.6
Orientation x Shape x Background 0.5 <1

Table 6

Mean Errors of
Rotation Judgment

IHigh Group Low Group

Mean 7.49 1.18

Standard Deviation 5,14 2.02

was the standard stimulus. Therefore, only the rotation judgment data for the Low group
were used in the evaluation of the invariance hypothesis.

The summary for the analysis of variance for the rotation data for the Low group is
presented in Table 7. As in the analysis of the shape judgment data, the main treatment
effects of orientation and shape were found to be significant variables influencing
rotation judgments. In addition, perceptual style was found to be a significant main
effect. The results for all main treatment effects are shown graphically in Pgure 15.

Table 7

Analysis of Variance Summary Group:
Rotation Judgment for low Group

Source of Variance dl
1 1

MS
1

Between Subjects
Between Styles (A) 1 389.8 4.18a
Error A 32 93.2

Within Subjects 782
Between Orientations 181 3 1,319.5 15.85b
A x B 3 31.2 <1
Error 13 96 83.3
Betwei ii Einc.1,,yrotlilds IC) 1 13.7 <1
A x C. 1 90 <1
Eliot C 32 65.6

_.. (e0iiiintird)
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Table 7 (Continued)

Analysis of Variance Summary Group:
Rotation Judgment for Low Group

Source of Variance cif MS

Between Shapes (D) 2 270.8 4.9
A x D 2 19.9 <1
Error D 64 55.0
B x C 3 12.5 <1
AxBxC 3 36.1

Error BC 96 61.0
B x D 6 110.8 1.8

AxBxD 6 69.5 1.1

Error BD 192 61.2
C x D 2 110.5 1.7

AxCxD 2 63.1 <1
Error CD 64 65.9
BxCxD 6 97.9 1.8

A \BxCxO 6 25.4 <1
Error BCD 192 54.2

e- 05
<.01

Rotation Judgment Errors: Low Group

31
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Table 8

Mean Errors for Perceptual Style
Grouping of Subjects

IField-Independent Field-Dependent

Mean 1.84° 0.48°

Standard Deviation 7.49 9.01

Tukey's tests of differences between means following the F tests revealed that
rotation was judged with greater (p<.05) error when the standard stimuli were at a
setting of 22° than at any of the other three settings. The rotation judgments of the
standard stimuli at the other settings (00, 44°, and 66°) did not differ from each other.

Tukey's tests revealed that rotational settings of the standard shape having 1.0
width-to-height ratio were judged with more (p<.05) error than were the settings of the
other two standard shapes, which did not differ.

Field-independent subjects judged stimulus rotation with greater error than did the
field-dependent subjects. However, the field-dependent subjects judged rotation with
greater (p<.01) variation than the field-independent subjects. The mean errors and
standard deviations are shown in Table 8. The strengths of the associations between the
independent variables and the dependent variables of rotation judgment are presented in
Table 9. The amount of variance attributable to variation in performance between
subjects was only 5(,t This amount of variance was less than that found for the same
subjects in the shape judgment task, thus indicating that the subjects behaved relatively
more homogeneously in judging rotation than in judging shape.

Table 9

Percentage of Variance of
Rotation Judgments

Accounted for by Significant
Treatment Effects

Treatment 1 Percent Variance

Styles 0.5

Orientation 6.6

Shape 0.9

COMPARISON OF SHAPE AND ROTATION PERCEPTION

The shale -slant invariance hypothesis as formulated by Beck and Gibson ( I

required that apparent shape Ix, related to apparent slant in a unique way, so tl,at (1i

appar-nt projected imoge %you'd be related to the -bk.( like projected image (retinal
image). 'HIP apparent projected image is the image that vould 1)e projected iluo the
frontal-parallel plan by a stimulus that %ould reflect the shape and rotation judgments
of the subject.
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The objective projected image is the image that would be projec ed into the
frontal-parallel plane by a standard stimulus of a given shape and set at a given rotation.
Since the only dimension of the standard stimulus that changed with the shape of Cie
stimulus was the width, the width of both the objective and the apparent projected
images was computed. The widths of the apparent projections were then correlated with
the widths of the objective projections.

Table 10

Mean Errors of Shape and Rotation Judgments for
Each Subject

Subject
Number

Shape Rotation Correlation of Apparent
Projection With

L SD M
1

SD Objective ProjectionsM

1 ,014 .082 1.91 5.17 .99
2 .018 .066 7.79 12.58 .81

3 .007 .115 -.29 2.73 .97

4 .045 .110 2.54 3.84 .98
5 .035 .125 1.21 6.38 .88
6 .006 .119 5.88 6.72 .96

7 .047 .121 .92 4.65 .95
8 -.008 .144 1.88 3.62 .96
9 .003 .127 -1.54 13.78 .86

10 .015 .123 .92 15.66 .94

11 .047 .106 .79 6.26 .99

12 .014 .132 -2,04 9.53 .81

13 .029 .093 -2.33 6.55 .92

14 .067 .095 .67 3.92 .98
15 .078 .108 1.21 10.77 .92
16 .031 .093 1,54 9.72 .90
17 .065 .060 3.67 5.54 .99
18 .043 .113 -1.83 7.90 .90
19 .057 .060 1.54 6.16 .96

20 -.059 .114 1.00 7.32 .92
21 .035 .100 2.46 4.32 .99

22 .085 .121 -1.42 5.38 .93

23 .083 .076 _ .13 16.94 ,/5
24 .081 .078 .92 3.49 .97

25 .054 .092 2.79 5.81 .99
26 .050 .078 1.75 4.29 .98

27 .017 .070 2.38 7.78 9/

28 .055 .105 1.29 14.66 .72

29 .086 .016 1.46 4.44 .98

30 .003 .095 .63 6,67 .98

31 .065 .068 34 3.43 .98

32 060 .123 25 5.55 .9;
33 015 .134 63 8.16 .91

34 .038 .11.0 2 58 4.84 .91

(, oft 1,'101,p < 01, co, t,111 it ,t
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The widths (W') of the projected images were obtained using the following general
equation:4

W' = (W cos a D sin a) + (V - W sin a --D cos a) (W cos a + D sin a)
2 2 2 2

2V D cos a + W sin a
where W = the actual width of the standard or comparison stimulus, D = the actual depth
of the stimulus, V = the viewing distance, and e. = the angle of rotation.

The viewing distance and the depth dimension were constant for all computations.
The widths and rotational settings the standard stimuli were used to obtain the
objective projected images. The apparent projected images were obtained by using the
shape and rotation responses of each subject. Correlation coefficients of the apparent
with the objective projections were computed for each subject and are presented in Table
10. All of these coefficients were significant. An overall correlation coefficient was
obtained by using Z transformations and averaging across the subjects. The average
correlation was 0.95, which was also significant. The coefficients for field-independent
subjects were slightly higher (0.97) than for the field-dependent subjects (0.93) but this
difference was not significant.

The mean (across all subjects) apparent projected images were compared with the
corresponding objective image projections and no significant differences were found.
These data are presented in Table 11.

Table 11

Mean Widths of Apparent and Objective Projected Images

Width of
Projected Image

I 22°

Width and Rotation of Standard Strniulus

3.0 In. 3.3 In.

1-44° 1 66' 220 44° I 66' 22

3.6 in.

44' f 66
Apparent

M 2.61 2.20 1.09 2.99 2.34 1.31 3.15 2.38 1.38
SD .35 .36 .30 .24 .24 .45 .34 .36 .40

Objective 2.74 2.09 1.12 3.01 2.27 1.22 3.26 2.48 1.33

'I he widths of the projected images are compared graphically in Figure 16. The fact
that the apparent projected images were correlated with and did not differ from the
objective projected images indicated that the subjects selected shape-rotation comhina-
lions that represented members of the set of stimuli that would be expected to project
the specific images onto the retina. This was probably the most significant finding of this
research, since it gives support !o the validity of the shalwslant invariance hypothesis.

"11w ;,ppg in "Shape l't rc, pt,,m .luriamrrn. as Fur, Iron of
(1ricnIalico, Stimulus u.d.1 W. Vrcdcrick,on, 1111)..

1)is,r.rtalion, tlaylor Vi69.
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Figure 16

It was proposed that the general shape of the performance curves for both shape
and rotation judgments would be similar if the shapeslant invariance hypothesis did
describe a valid behavioral relationship. These curves are compared graphically in Figure
17. Note that the mean errors for shape and rotation judgments that are plotted in
Figure 17 are rank ordered. A significant (r = .58, p<.v5) Pearson correlation coefficient
between the mean errors of shape and rotation judgements was obtained.
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Chapte, 4

EV AIM ATI C. N

DISCUSSION

All three statistical procedures used to evaluate the data in this study led to the
conclusion that the apparent shape and apparent rotational orientation of thrce-
dimensional rectangular solids are functionally related.

The more traditional statistical procedure, correlation of judgment errors, resulted in
a significant positive functional relationship between shape judgment errors and rotation
judgment errors as was predicted from the invariance hypothesis. This indicated that for a
given retinal image, when the subject made an overestimation of shape, he also perceived
the rotation as being greater than it actually was. From Gibson's theoretical point of
view, this was interpreted to mean that the subject made an error in shape perception
because he had not correctly perceived the rotational orientation.

The misperception of rotation could possibly be accounted for by a lack of
sufficient information for veridical rotation perception. Howev,r, as a group, this sample
of subjects actually judged the rotation of the standard stimulus with considerable
accuracy. Only when the data for individual subjects were examined was evidence found
that would support the insufficient information hypothesis. Here, again, the importance
of taking into account individual difference in the evaluation of a hypothesis concerning
a behavioral relationship was demonstrated.

The comparison of the categorical decisions, which were arrived at in the analyses of
variance, provided further support for the shape-slant invariance hypothesis. The conten-
tion was that variables, or combination of variables, that influence shape judgments
would also have a similar influence on rotation juttnents, and further, any variable that
did not influence shape perception would also not influence rotation perception. These
contentions were sufficiently confirmed in the analyses of variance. A total of 15 F ratios
were obtained in each analysis of variance, and 12 of these resulted in identical
categorical decisions for both analyses.

The third statistical evaluation was the comparison of the apparent projected images
with the objective projected images. This approach provided an explanation for what
appeared to he errors in the judgment of stimulus shape, rotation, or both. What
appeared to he errors in judgment of shape and rotation seemed not to be a function of
an inability to veridically perceive shme rotation, but actually a function of the apparent
perception of the shape-rotation combination of the standard stimulus.

This explanation was arrived at as a result of the observation that the shape of the
apparent image did not differ statistically from the retinal image. This conclusion, if it
holds across other conditions, will lead to the prohlem in reccn.,mition training hrought
out in Chapter 2, that object shape, per se, cannot be the sole cue Uir the recognition of
that object.

The mean purceptual judgments obtained in this research Nyco, generally in agree-
ment Ivith previous work. Roth shape aril rotation %yene overestimated for small values
and underestimated fur large value., \vhich is (he result that has been obtained in a
variety of iwreeptual

1?, r;
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The shape judgments were found to be more accurate than the rotation judgments.
That is, when the two distributions were compared, the standard deviation relative to the
mean error was less for the shape judgments than for the rotation judgments. This fir ring
supports the work of Smith (13), who reported that phenomenal shape was more stable
than phenomenal slant.

Previous research had found that shape judgment errors increased as the rotational
orientation increased up to 450-150°, and then decreased with further rotation. The data
for the High Group supported this early work, but the data for the Low Group did not.
Errors for the Low Group increased up to 22° but decreased at greater rotations. One
explanation that could be offered for this difference in simple effects was the difference
in intellectual functioning of the two groups, although it does not seem that an
interaction between intelligence and angle of rotation is a reasonable hypothesis.

The expected interaction effect of stimulus background and perceptual style was not
obtained, possibly because the amount of contextual information did not differ enough
between the homogeneous and structured backgrounds. Although the immediate back-
ground of the homogeneous level was unstructured, it was observed that there still
existed within the total visual field a sufficient amount of structure to reduce the
exi'Y .ted difference of effect on performance.

The shape-slant invariance hypothesis was proposed originally to account for shape
constancy. Gibson implicitly had essentially proposed this functional relationship as
included in his psychological theory of perceptual behavior. However, whether or not this
research could be said to indirectly support Gibson's theory, the psychophysieal process
underlying the theory can not be specified. The theory, like any complete psychological
theory, must specify the series of successive events that produce the observable behavioral
relationship.

CONCLUSIONS

The results of this research are too specific to permit other than a conclusion that a
relationship between shape perception and rotational orientation was observed under a
given set of conditions. These results need to be extended to a more general range of
conditions before an attempt can be made to specify the series of events underlying
shape-slant invariance.

This research was conceived as being the first in a series of experimental efforts to
prodnce conclusions that could he directed toward an understanding of recognition
behavior. This effort was directed toward the delineation of functional behavioral rela-
tionships that could and in this understanding. Before proceeding to the study of other
relationships, the shapeslant relationship must be examined under additional treatment
conditions which must include different forms, both additional simple and eventually
complex forms, various colors, background context, and viewing distances.

The specific conclusions that were reached as a result of this study were:
(1) Shape and rotation judgments of three-dimensional rectangular solids are

influenced by the specific shape of the solids.
(2) Shape and rotation judgments of three-dimensional rectangular solids are

influenced by the rotational settings of the solids.
(3) The perceptual style of the perceiver influences judgment of the shape and

of the rotational settings of three-dimensional rectangular solids.
(4) The individual differences between subjects contribute a s',:nificant amount

of variance to shape judgment performance.
(5) Shape and rotation judments are related Irehavion: in the perception of

three-dimensional rectangular solids.
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(6) The shape of three-dimensional rectangular solids is judged with relatively
more consistency than is the rotational orientation.

(7) The apparent projected image is related to the objective (retinal) image
projected from three-dimensional rectangular solids.

(8). The shape-slant invariance hypothesis is a valid description of the relation-
ship between the perception of the shape and rotation of three-dimensional rectangular
solids.

(9) The level of intellt.ztual functioning of subjects does not influence the
judgment of the shape of three-dimensional rectangular solids.

AO
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Appendix A

DEPTH PERCEPTION TEST

The depth perception test that is contained in 11,e Armed Forces Vision Tester (Figure A1)
uses a stereo presentation composed of six groups of circles. The examinee sees the presentation
identified as the front view in Figure A2. Each gro.Lp has three rows of five circles. The test stimuli
are constructed so that one circle in each row should appear to be closer to the examinee than the
other four circles. A side view is presented in Figure A2 to show the difference in depth of the
third rcw in Groups C and F.

Armed Forces Vision Tester

Figure A 1

Stereo Presentation Contained in Armed Forces Vision Tester

A

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

B E

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

C F

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0

From? View
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F

Side View



The instructions given to the examinee were as follows:
Examiner says to trainee:
"Will you look in this direction? This next test will show groups of circles like
this." (Show demonstrator with side having single circle toward examinee.) "Do
you see that this circle (point) is closer to you than the others? Look into the
instrument again. In Group A, look at the top row of circles. W'hich circle is
closer to you? (Counting across the row frJrn the A.)"
If the examinee does not answer immediately give him clues including the proper
answer to this row, and rows t-vo and three of Group A. Be certain he keeps
eyes open.
Continue with Groups B through F one of the three lines in a group is
failed. If examinee fails Group B, repeat the training Group A and test a second
time in Group B continuing with the remainder of test if Group B is passed.
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Appendix B

INSTRUCTIONS

The following general and specific instructions prepared the subjects for testing.

A. General Introductory Instructions

Good morning. I am Mr. Frederickson with the Human Resources Research Office of The
George Washington University. Our organization conducts training research for the Department of
the Army. Right now we are working on a training program that )011 be used to teach aircraft
recognition. This research requires information concerning how well enlisted personnel can judge the
shape and rotation of simple forms. You are going to participate in a test that will give us pail of
this information.

You will be given three tests, a vision test and two shape judgment tests. You will be tested
individually. Specific instructions will be given to you just before you begin the tests. Do you have
any questions at this time? If not, just Wax until you are called.

SP/4 Robyak and SP /4 ll'inningliam will give you the eye test and one shapc test. SP/5 Lohn
will assist in the second shape judgment test.

B. Specific Instructions for Experiment I

Thi.; is a shape judgment task. You will he shown a two-dimensional rectangular figure. A
second, but smaller rectangular figure will be present on the left. The width of the smaller figure will
either be increasing or decreasing while you are watching. What I want you to do is compare the
shapes of the two rectangles, the widthto.height relationships, and push this switch when you
bc/ieve the shiqw of the small rectangle matches the shape of the large rectangle. Do you
understand?

O.K., let's try it once. Look into the eyepieces. See the large rectangle on the right? The small
rectangle on the left is changing in Rs width. Push this switch as soon as you believe that the shapes
of the two rectangles are the same.

O.K.. fine. Now as soon as you have pushed the switch, look away from the eyepieces while ve
get ready for the next trial. Are there any questions?

C. Specific Instructions for Experiment II

This is a shape and rotation judgment task. We are going to show you several different blocks
similar to this one (show example). The blocks will 1w presented one at a time. All blocks will have
the same depth and height (show subject these dimensions), but will vary in width. The blocks will

presentoti to you at either thk position (show example block in frontalparallel plane) or rotated
countereloekIliq. like this. The right edge of the block gill rotate back like this. The blocks will not
move while you are looking at them.

Also, 11 sinallei hlot).. will be present at all times. Look into the eyepieces and gou will see
what I moan. Do you see the large block suspended hi the center of (he field, and the 11 smaRer
blocks below? One of the smaller blocks will have a shape lithe relationship of the width to the
height of the front or right face of the block) that is the same as the large Nock. You task is tei
pick out the mall block that yoa (whew has the same shape as the large block, and call out the
number in front of that block. Do you understand?

().K., 's try it once. Vick out the small block that matches the shape of the large block.
O.K., fiao. Now you notice that the largo block is rotated slightly. By turning this knob (show

sitlijcet the rotation knob), the small block setting out in front of the other; will also turn. Try it. I

A B
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want you to rotate the small block until you believe that it is at the same rotational setting is the
large block. Do you understand? O.K., go ahead and try it once.

Now, once again I'll go over what I want you to do. First, when you are told to start a trial,
pick out the small block that you believe has the same shape as the large block hanging in the center
of the field. Call out the number of that block. Then rotate the small block to what you believe is
the same position as the large block. As soon as you have finished, look away from the eyepieces
while we change the large block for the next trial. Do you have any questions?

4?
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Appendix C

EMBEDDED FIGURES TEST

Presented in this section are e-amples of the embedded figures test (EFT) developed by Dees,
O'Reilly, and Sennett. The test is composed of 60 achromatic items similar to the example presented
here. The task is to identify the quadrant or quadrants in which the figure on the left is found. The
test is to be completed in 20 minutes. The score that is recorded is the number of coaect items.

This test correlates .80 with Witkin's EFT. Dees' test is a group form and takes less time to
administer than Witkin's test. The split-half reliability is .95 and the repeated reliability is .82.

Examples are presented below.

Example 1

Example 2

so

3

3

2

2
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